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On October 15, 1987 at 2100 hours an unplanned isolation of the Residual Heat
Removal System (Shutdown Cooling mode [SDC)) occurred. The isolation was
caused when an energized power supply lead to Relay 16A-K28 became

i disconnected during a work task. De-energizing the relay caused the automatic
closure of two isolation valves and the unplanned isolation of the SDC
System. Immediate action was taken to reconnect the power supply lead to
Relay 16A-K28 and the SDC System was restored approximately five minutes after
the isolation. There were no component or system failures that caused this
event or resulted from this evant.

The cause of this event was electrical craft personnel error due to a
deficient Work Plan and Inspection Record (HP&IR). The HP&IR specified an
incomplete electrical isolation. A secondary cause of this event was the
failure of the responsible electrical craft personnel to perform an adequate
check to verify an isolated circuit. Immediate action was taken to revise the
electrical isolation tagout and HPLIR.

This event occurred during an extended outage while in the cold shutdown
condition, the reactor vessel completely refueled and with the mode switch in
the REFUEL position. All control rods were fully inserted prior to this
event. Isolation of the SDC had negligible consequences because the decay
heat generation rate was extremly low and the reactor cavity was flooded.

This event had no impact on public health and safety.
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REASON FOR SUPPLEMENT

This supplement revises the root cause and corrective action associated with
this LER event.

EVENT DESCRIPTION

On October 15, 1987 at 2100 hours an unplanned actuation of the Primary
Containment Isolation System (PCIS) occurred and caused the temporary
isolation of Shutdown Cooling (SDC).

The isolation occurred when an energized power supply lead to relay 16A-K28
became disconnected during a work task. The work task was to connect a second
relay to the same power supply termination point as relay 16A-K28. After the
power supply termination screw was loosened to connect the second relay, the
lug (for relay 16A-K28) sprung up and became disconnected from the
termination. This caused relay 16A-K28 to become de-energized. De-energizing
relay 16A-K28 resulted in the automatic closing of isolation valves
(HO-1001-47 and -50) and an annunciation to be signalled in the Control Room.
The annunciation prompted the utility licensed operators to investigate the
cause, verify the reconnection of the lug and restore SDC. SDC was restored
approximately five minutes after the isolation. There was no component or
system failures that caused this event or resulted from this event.

This event was documented in Failure and Malfunction Report (87-584) and
notification made to the NRC Operations Center on October 15, 1987 at 2200
hours in accordance with written procedures.

This event occurred during an extended outage while in the cold shutdown
condition with the mode selector switch in the refuel position. The reactor
vessel was completely refueled with all control rods fully inserted prior to
the event.

CAUSE OF EVENT

The cause of this event was electrical craft personnel error due to a
deficient Hork Plan and Inspection Record (HP&IR). The HP&IR (No.
87-023-E-042) specified an incomplete electrical isolation. The HP&IR did not
contain sufficient detail for either the Operations or Electrical personnel to
identify the error. The HP&IR had undergone multiple changes, and was
difficult to follow. This apparent large volume of field generated changes
can be severely challenging to the preparation and review processes ability to
produce a uniform, quality document. This condition can lead to an
over-reliance on the field / craft worker to be able to identify and correct |

errors during the work process.
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A secondary cause of this event was the failure of the responsible electrical
craft personnel to perform an adequate voltage check to verify an isolated
circuit. This practice would have identified the energized condition of the
relay. The subsequent investigation could have pretented the event by
requiring further review of the work scope by cognizant supervisory personnel.

.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

Immediate corrective action was taken to revise the electrical isolation
tagout to provide electrical isolation for the circuit containing Relay
16A-K28.

An audit was performed by the Construction Quality Assurance Organization to
corroborate the validity of WP&IR revisions / changes. The results of this
audit did not identify either a large number of deviations nor a trend which
would suggest a serious programmatic deficiency.

A memorandum was issued by the General Superintendent of the Construction
Organization to all Construction Superintendents, Engineers, and Quality
Control Engineers. The memorandum directed Field Engineering to add a
precaution to all HP& irs which involve work that has a potentially energized
circuit. This precaution will require the craftsman / superintendent to ensure
that proper isolations have been obtained in accordance with Pilgrim Nuclear
Power Station (PNPS) Procedure 1.4.5, " Tagging Procedure". This will be
verified by performing a voltage check anywhere a termination is to be made
where existing plant wires are already terminated. If a voltage is present,
the live wire shall not be lifted and the responsible Field Engineer will be
notified and will coordinate with the Construction Management Group and the
Instrumentation and Control (I&C) Group to determine a proper course of action.

The WP&IR being used at the time of this event was revised to add a
requirement for voltage verification on all electrical terminations associated
with this task.

SAFETY CONSEOUENCES

Shutdown Cooling (SDC) is a subsystem of the Residual Heat Removal System
(RHRS). When the nuclear system pressure is decreased to less than 50 psig,
the RHRS is placed in the SDC mode of operation to complete the cool down of
the nuclear system.

During plant cool down, isolation of SDC could delay the cooling of reactor
water when the nuclear system pressure is less than 50 psig. For this event,

isolation of SDC had negligible consequences because the decay heat being'

generated was extremely low and the reactor cavity was flooded. These
conditions obviated the need for the SDC System to be in service.
Additionally, backup methods for decay heat removal existed,
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SIMILARITY TO PREVIOUS EVENTS

A review of PNPS Licensee Event Reports written since January,1984 was
conducted. The review focused on unplanned actuations of an Engineered Safety
Feature (ESF) that involved electrical isolation and caused by personnel error.

The review revealed a similar event, Licensee Event Report 50-293/86-028-01.
In that event, a breaker was manually opened that de-energized safeguard power
supply panels (Y-4 and Y-41) and thereby causing an isolation of the Reactor
Water Cleanup System and the RHRS.

ENERGY INDUSTRY IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM (EIIS) CODES

The EIIS codes for this event are as follows:

SYSTEMS CQQE
.

Residual Heat Removal System (SOC) B0
Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (PCIS) JE
Containment Isolation Control System (PCIS) JH

CQHPONENTS -,

Relay RLY
Valve V
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Ralph G. Bird
sen.or Vice President - Nuclear FebTURry 29, 1988

BECo Ltr. #88- 032

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Hashington, D.C. 20555

Docket No. 50-293
,

| License No. OPR-35

Dear Sir:

The attached supplemental Licensee Event Report (LER) 87-008-01 "Unplanned
Isolation of Shutdown Cooling Due to Personnel Error" is submitted in

'accordance with 10CFR Part 50.73. This supplement revises the root cause and
corrective action associated with this LER event.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions regarding this i
'

report.
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Enclosure: LER 87-008-01

cc: Hr. William Russell
Regional Administrator, Reglen I
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
475 Allendale Rd.
King of Prussia, PA 19406

Sr. Resident Inspector - Pilgrim Station

Standard BEco LER Distribution
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